BAR RESTAURANT “LA ESPIGA”:

TRIBUTE TO GIPUZKOA, DONOSTI AND CLIENTS

LOCATION: San Marcial Street. nº 48. San Sebastián Donostia.

M² BUILT: 389,30 m².
PUBLICATIONS: 2009. Spain.

CLIENT: LA ESPIGA 1928 S.L.

PROJECT - WORK: 2006 - 2008
AUTHOR: Carlos Tejada. Arquitecto

- Proyecto Contract nº 55 paj. 36. “Homenaje a Donostia”.
– El Diario Vasco nº 23.995 paj. 23 “La Espiga”
- Shenzhen Ocean Readings Culture Communication Co., Ltd. 海外特色餐厅 “UNIQUE DESIGNED RESTAURANT”. paj. 320.

2011. China. Shenzhen.

Since 1928, "La Espiga" is a reference gastronomic place in Donostia. The new space is characterized by: a
fresh contemporary look, with projection to the future without losing the tradition. A TRIBUTE to the
Guipúzcoa territory, its people, clients and friends of the property. A place warm and inspired by the timeless
landscape, culture and the light of the territory.
Of indigenous materials are used instead. The ground
floor represents the Province, the restaurant the City
and the reserved the clients and friends.
GROUND FLOOR: Continued characteristic white
pavement of the streets. The roof and wall of the bar,
are coated in natural wood (oak, beech, walnut and
cherry) in a stratified manner, I remember the cliffs
Gipuzkoa. The sculpture rusted bar of iron, "came" from
the street to the back of the room. 6 reproductions of
murals (Sert in San Telmo) symbolize the six rivers that
make up the territory Guipuzcoano. In the background,
another allegorical mural of the Cantabrian Sea
(Eduardo Chillida) extends into the basement by a patio
with natural light.
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BASEMENT: Pavement continuous sandy beach of La
Concha. Dining inspired by a gastronomic society,
cultural and social element characteristic of the city,
integrating kitchen with dining area. The bathrooms
separate a discrete booked direct street access. The
tranquility is a tribute to the illustrious and loyal
customers
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